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A possible implication of an ultralight dark matter (UDM) field interacting wibeginth the Standard
Model (SM) degrees of freedom is oscillations of fundamental constants. Here, we establish direct
experimental bounds on the coupling of an oscillating UDM field to the up, down, and strange quarks
and to the gluons, for oscillation frequencies between 10Hz and 108 Hz. We employ spectroscopic
experiments that take advantage of the dependence of molecular transition frequencies on the nuclear
masses. Our results apply to previously unexplored frequency bands, and improve on existing bounds
at frequencies > 5MHz. We identify a sector of UDM - SM coupling space where the bounds from
Equivalence Principle tests may be challenged by next-generation experiments of the present kind.
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Introduction

There are strong theoretical reasons to assume that fundamental constants (FC) are, in fact, dynamical and can
be effectively described as expectation values of scalar fields (see [1] for a review). Temporal evolution of these fields
results in a time variation of the ‘constants’ that can be searched for at the precision frontier (see, for example, review
[2]). If a scalar field constitutes ultralight dark matter (UDM) [3, 4] with sub-eV mass, then its amplitude oscillates
at its Compton frequency, fφ = mφc

2/h, where mφ is the scalar-particle mass, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and
h is Planck’s constant.

Constructing a natural theoretical model of an UDM is challenging. However, two concrete proposals relevant
to this study have been put forward. In the first, the UDM mass is protected by an approximate scale-invariance
symmetry [3]. In the second, UDM is an axion-like particle, whose mass is protected by an approximate shift symmetry
according to the Goldstone theorem [5] that is broken, together with the combined charge-parity (CP) invariance [6, 7],
by two independent sectors [8]. This model is inspired by the relaxion paradigm [9]. The two mod.els are qualitatively
different, yet, in both frameworks, DM couples to the standard-model (SM) fields either due to the fact that the
couplings break scale invariance [10] or via mixing with the Higgs [6], resulting in time-varying FC. An additional
theoretical approach, that also leads to time-varying FC, is based on discrete symmetries [11, 12].

As neither observations nor theoretical arguments can constrain the DM-particle mass [13], broadband searches,
such as present here, are particularly motivated. Note that the preferred region of the model of Refs. [8, 14] is
mφ & 10−11 eV ∼ kHz , the frequency range studied here.

In the UDM-particle mass range above roughly 10−18 eV, the most stringent constraints on time-varying UDM
have been provided by equivalence-principle (EP) tests of gravity (see [15] and references therein). Here, we argue
that there is a sense in which the bounds arising from direct DM searches are independent from any single EP test.
Using this insight we shobeginw how the EP-bounds on UDM models can be challenged by atomic and molecular
experiments in the near future. Prior to discussing direct searches for scalar UDM, we introduce the phenomenology
of EP tests.

EP tests are conveniently expressed in terms of the Eötvös parameter, ηExp
EP ≡ 2|~aA−~aB)/|~aA +~aB| , that is sensitive

to the differential acceleration (~a) of two test bodies, A and B ([16], for examaple). The parameter can be expressed
in terms of the relevant DM couplings to the SM fields di [see Eq. (1)]. One defines the ‘dilatonic charge’ of a body,
QX
i = ∂ lnmX/∂ ln gi , m

X being the mass of the body X and gi a FC. Then,

ηExp
EP ∝

∑

i,j

(∆Q)Exp
i di ×Qsource

j dj ,

with the dilatonic charge difference (∆Q)Exp
i ≡ QA

i −QB
i .

In contrast to EP-violating acceleration searches, direct scalar-UDM experiments probe observables in either quan-
tum or macroscopic systems arising due to the dependence of atomic transition energies, the length of solid objects,
or the refractive indices of materials on the FCs. For a review, see, for example, [17], for proposals, see [18–27], and
for experiments providing bounds on FC oscillations see [28–37]. The sensitivities of different kinds of experiments
are intrinsically different. Indeed, atomic experiments are sensitive to variation in the electron mass but are almost
insensitive to changes in nuclear masses, molecular experiments probe for variation of both electron and nuclear
masses, whereas EP tests probe nuclear masses and are largely insensitive to electron mass. Thus, EP tests and
oscillating FC experiments are complementary to each other. We further quantify this statement below.

Moreover, the level of FC oscillations might be enhanced at ∼kHz frequencies and higher due to the presence of
UDM halos around the Earth and the Sun [38]. In such cases, the DM density and the coherence time are increased,
leading to increased sensitivity of given experimental setups to FC oscillations. Such enhancement would not, however,
apply to fifth-force experiments, as in these, the test masses exchange virtual DM particles, a process independent of
the background DM density. In recent experiments searching for FC oscillations, the investigated parameter space
was extended to frequencies higher than 1Hz, to cover the audio and radiofrequency (RF) range [29, 30, 34, 35].

While oscillations of the fine-structure constant α and me have received substantial attention, here, we focus on
‘nuclear’ FCs: the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) energy scale ΛQCD ' 0.33GeV, and the masses of the light
quarks. These constants determine the nuclear mass. We show that molecular spectroscopy can be used to search
for oscillations of these FCs with fractional 10−14 − 10−15 sensitivity over a seven-orders-wide frequency band, from
10Hz to 100Hz.
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Theoretical model

To illustrate the interaction of a sub-eV scalar field φ with SM fields, we write the low-energy effective Lagrangian
as

Leff⊃
φ

MPl

(∑

X

dmX
mXX̄X +

dα
4
F 2 +

dgsβ(gs)

2gs
G2

)
, (1)

where, X = e, u, d, s are the fermions with mass mX , F 2 = FµνFµν , G2 = 1
2Tr(GµνGµν), Fµν , Gµν are the

electromagnetic field and gluon field strength, respectively, dj are dimensionless coupling constants, and MPl =√
~c/(8πGN) = 2.4 × 1018 GeV is the Planck mass. The parameter gs is the strong-interaction coupling constant,

αs ≡ g2
s /4π. The function β(gs) describes the evolution ("running") of the coupling constant with energy, via the

renormalization-group equation (RGE) β(gs)/(2gs) = −(11 − 2nf/3)αs/8π, with nf being the number of dynamical
quarks.

As a consequence of the UDM-SM couplings in Eq. (1), the SM constants effectively acquire a dependence on the
scalar field,

mX(φ) = mX

(
1 + dmX

φ

MPl

)
, (2)

α(φ) ' α
(

1− dα
φ

MPl

)
, (3)

αs(φ) ' αs

(
1− 2dgsβ(gs)

gs

φ

MPl

)
. (4)

The QCD scale ΛQCD depends on gs through the RGE and dimensional transmutation (see, for example, [39]).
Thus, the variation of ΛQCD can be written in terms of the variation of αs as

∂ ln ΛQCD

∂φ
= − gs

2β(gs)

∂ lnαs

∂φ
=

dgs
MPl

. (5)

The mass of a nucleus mN is the sum of the nucleon masses, strong and electromagnetic binding energy. Neglecting
the small electromagnetic binding energy proportional to α, the nucleon mass depends on the QCD scale ΛQCD and
the light quark masses mu,d,s [16, 40]. The variation of mN can be related to variation of FCs as [41]

δmN

mN
= 0.909

∆ΛQCD

ΛQCD
+ 0.084

∆m̂

m̂
+ 3× 10−4 ∆δm

δm
+ 0.043

∆ms

ms
,

where m̂ ≡ (mu + md)/2 is the mean mass of the up and down quarks and δm ≡ mu −md is the mass difference.
Note that, for the contribution of ms to the nucleon mass, we have used the lattice QCD result [41]. Combining this
result with Eqs. (2) and (5), we find

δmN

mN
= 0.910 Q̂N · ~d

φ(t)

MPl
, (6)

with ~d ≡ (dα, dme
, dgs , dm̂, dδm, dms

) and Q̂N ≈
(
0, 0, 0.999, 0.092, 3× 10−4, 0.047

)
defined to be a unit-length vector.

Assuming that φ is a viable UDM candidate, it can be treated as a classical oscillating field,

φ(~x, t) ≈ m−1
φ

√
2ρ⊕DM sin

[
mφ

(
t+ ~β⊕~x

)]
, (7)

with ρ⊕DM and ~β⊕ being the UDM density and its typical velocity on the surface of the Earth, respectively. Gravity-
based measurements yield a weak direct bound on ρ⊕DM (see, for instance, [38, 42, 43]).

Below, we consider various scenarios for the properties of the DM around the Earth. In the standard scenario where
UDM constitutes a galactic halo [44], with ρ⊕DM ≡ ρG

DM ' 0.3 GeV/cm
3 and β⊕c ' 220 km/s, it is reasonable to assume

that during the UDM virialization process around the galaxy, different patches or quasiparticles obtain random phases.
This results in the UDM field-amplitude admitting stochastic fluctuations around its commonly assumed value [45–
48]. In addition, we shall consider a scenario where the UDM forms a solar halo [43] with ρ⊕DM = 105ρG

DM and
β⊕c = 20 km/s and as long as mφ & 10−13 eV the number of patches in the halo is large and we still assume that
the field amplitude is stochastic. Finally, we discuss an Earth halo phenomenological model, with ρ⊕DM, taking its
maximally allowed value, that depends on the UDM-particle mass [38], and the UDM has a negligible velocity
dispersion velocity (see Supplemental Material [Supp. Mat.]).

Experimental approach.
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Experimental approach

Atomic clocks can be used to search for oscillations of the proton mass and the nuclear g-factor. However, the
accessible frequency range is fφ . 1Hz due to the operation mode of the clocks.

A recently suggested alternative approach in this context is spectroscopy of molecules [49, 50]. Their transition
frequencies contain contributions stemming from changes in rotational and vibrational energy. Here we focus on the
latter. The vibrational energy ~ωvib of a diatomic molecule containing two nuclei N1, N2 scales approximately as
ERyd

√
me/µ, where µ = mN1mN2/(mN1 + mN2) is the reduced nuclear mass. Thus, molecular transitions with a

change of vibrational energy are sensitive to the nuclear mass. Furthermore, the electron-mass dependence is enhanced,
beyond the scaling contained in ERyd ∝ me.

In a detection instrument based on spectroscopy, a reference quantum system having a resonance frequency ν(1)

is interrogated by the wave of frequency ν(2) emitted from an oscillator. ν(2) is tuned to the proximity of ν(1). In
practice, the oscillator is often stabilized to another reference (atomic ensemble or cavity). Both frequencies may
depend on more than one FC. The fluctuation spectrum of the frequency deviation ∆ν(t)/ν = [ν(1)(t) − ν(2)(t)]/ν
is measured. The dependence of a frequency ν(i) on a particular FC g may be characterized by the fractional
derivative R(i)

g = d ln ν(i)/d ln g. A hypothetical modulation δg/g of a constant g causes a modulation of the frequency
deviation δν/ν = (R

(1)
g −R(2)

g )δg/g. One key parameter of a given experiment is, therefore, the differential sensitivity
∆Rg = R

(1)
g −R(2)

g , determined by the choice of reference and oscillator.

Apparatus and Operation

In our experiments, we use an electronic transition of molecular iodine (I2) between the ground electronic state X
and the excited electronic state B [51]. The concepts of the experiments are shown in Fig. 1. Details are presented in
the Supp. Mat. We have performed two experiments, A and B. In the apparatus A the reference is the well-known
transition R(56)32-0 at 532 nm (υ = 0, υ′ = 32), with sensitivity R(1,A)

N ' −0.06. In apparatus B, the transition is
R(122)2-10 at 725 nm (υ = 10, υ′ = 2) [52], with R(1,B)

N ' 0.07.

In both experiments, the interrogating oscillator is a laser (frequency ν(2)). Apparatus A uses a monolithic Nd:YAG
laser whose frequency is actively stabilized to a reference cavity. For this configuration, and the considered frequency
range, R(2)

α = 1, R(2)
e = 1 (see Supp. Mat.). In apparatus B, the laser is a Ti:Sapphire laser and frequencies in the

range 100 kHz–100MHz are considered. As this range is above the acoustic cutoff frequency of the laser f (B)
2 ' 50 kHz

[30], the frequency ν(2,B) is essentially independent of the FCs [53].

Summarizing, experiments A and B provide sensitivity to α, me, and mN. For experiment A, ∆R
(A)
α ' 2− 1 = 1,

∆R
(A)
e = (1 − R(1,A)

N ) − 1 ' +0.06, ∆R
(A)
N = R

(1,A)
N − 0 ' −0.06, while for experiment B, ∆R

(B)
α ' 2, ∆R

(B)
e =

(1−R(1,B)
N )− 0 ' +0.93 ∆R

(B)
N = R

(1,B)
N − 0 ' 0.07. In both experiments, the instantaneous frequency deviation ∆ν

is converted into a voltage signal V (k)(t) = D(k)∆ν(k)(t), with the discriminators D(k) being system parameters, and
k = A,B. This allows us to obtain the spectrum of the fractional frequency variation δν(k)/ν(k). The time-varying
FC (α, me and mN) contribute to the variation according to:

δν(k)

ν(k)
= ∆R(k)

α

δα

α
+ ∆R(k)

e

δme

me
+ ∆R

(k)
N

δmN

mN
. (8)

The Eq. (8) is used to probe oscillations of the FC. The cavity vs. molecular transition comparison can be used to
constrain a combination of several DM - SM coupling constants.
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Figure 1. The two molecular iodine experiments to search for FC oscillations. (a) Experiment A; (b) Experiment B.

Search for oscillating fundamental constants

In the experiments, the lasers are tuned to the respective iodine transitions and the signals V (k)(t) are recorded. In
experimentA, the voltage V (t) was recorded continuously with a 16-bit data acquisition (DAQ) system and a sampling
rate of 250 kSa/s. Here, D ' 1V/MHz. We analyzed a set of N = 234 samples spanning T ' 19 h. From the data
Vi = V (A)(ti) the normalized periodogram Pk = |Ṽk|2/N2 was calculated. This is the same as the discretized power
spectral density (PSD), multiplied by 1/T . Various peaks in the periodogram were investigated and identified as
being of technical origin, in part by shifting the interrogation-laser frequency away from the resonance and repeating
the measurement. This left no obvious candidate UDM signals in the spectrum. A number of frequency intervals
exhibiting spectral peaks of technical origin are listed in the Supp. Mat. We do not give limits for these excluded
intervals, that have widths of 5Hz or smaller. From the periodogram, the upper limit of the coupling parameters dg
was determined using the analysis of Ref. [54]. The spectral amplitude of the recorded signal is shown in Fig. 2a.
For interpretation see Supp. Mat.
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Figure 2. (a): Experiment A. The spectral amplitude A =
√

PSDF/T of the scaled discriminator signal ∆ν(A)(t) =

V (A)(t)/D(A). PSDF is the optimally filtered power spectral density (PSD), with a filter chosen appropriately for signals having
the same linewidth f/Q0, Q0 ' 1×106, as standard galatic halo UDM. The width of the orange band corresponds to the mean
of A± σ(f). (b): Experiment B. The bound (95% confidence level) on fluctuations of the signal ∆ν(B)(t) = V (B)(t)/D(B).

In experiment B, the voltage V (t) was measured with the laser frequency tuned either on the slope of the I2
resonance, or off-resonance, alternating between these UDM-sensitive and insensitive acquisition modes to account
for spurious signals due to sources other than UDM. A 12-bit DAQ system sampled V (t) in successive T = 0.1 s-long
intervals at a rate of 250MSa/s and the corresponding periodograms were computed and continuously averaged. The
periodogram difference between the on- and off-resonance acquisition modes was also computed and averaged over
a 60-hr-long run. This spectrum will contain power in excess of statistical noise in the presence of FC oscillations,
and it is subsequently investigated for UDM detection. A number of candidate peaks were identified with power in
excess of a 95% detection threshold, which was computed with consideration of the ‘look elsewhere’ effect [55]. All
spurious signals were checked in auxiliary experiments and eventually attributed to technical noise. The post-inspected
spectrum is used to obtain a constraint for δν(B)/ν(B) that is shown in Fig. 2 b. See Supp. Mat. for details.

We analyse the experimental data in the framework of three mentioned UDM models that differ in terms of the
amplitude of the UDM field and its coherence time τcoh = 1/(ωφ(vvir/c)

2):

τcoh =





5.9× 105f−1
φ , Q = 1.1× 106, galactic halo

7.1× 107f−1
φ , Q = 9.0× 107, solar halo

∞, Earth halo .

(9)

In order to derive bounds to the UDM couplings, we assume that only one of the constants me, α, or mN in Eq. (8)
oscillates and analyze the three cases separately. See Supp. Mat. for details. In Fig. 3, we present our constraints
together with existing EP constraints (turquoise line) on the combined quark and gluons couplings Q̂N · ~d as a function
of the UDM mass.

Constraints on the variation of α and me and α are presented in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, respectively, alongside
previous constraints. We show only the strongest existing constraints on the relevant parameter space. In principle,
astrophysical bounds on our scenario could also apply, however, these are typically weaker than those discussed here
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and are less robust (see [56–58] for recent discussions). For the sake of clarity, these constraints are presented for the
standard galactic UDM halo only. Our results cover the previously unexplored bands 10− 50Hz and 5− 10 kHz, and
improve on existing bounds in the range 5− 100MHz.

More generally, our experiments are sensitive to the following linear combinations of the full set of couplings, defined
in Eq. (6),(8), that can be written as ~Q · ~d = | ~Q |Q̂ · ~d with | ~QA| = 1 , | ~QB| = 2.21 , and

Q̂A ' (1.0, 0.06, 0.05, 0.005, 1.5× 10−5, 0.0024) ,

Q̂B ' (0.90, 0.42,−0.027,−0.0025,−8× 10−6,−0.0013) .

We now discuss the complementarity between direct UDM searches and the bounds arising from EP tests. Since
UDM is allowed to couple to all fields, the relevant parameter space is of dimension five. One can find a direction
Q̂⊥Full(mφ) in this space that is orthogonal to the best four EP-test bounds for a given mass. For example, in the
mass range of 2 × 10−12 . mφ/eV . 5 × 10−9, these are the Be-Al [59], Be-Ti [60], Cu-Pb [61] and Be-Cu [62]
experiments. and we find Q̂⊥Full(mφ) '

(
0.003 , −0.987 , 0.002 , −0.001 , −0.162

)
. For masses above 5×10−9 eV, Q̂⊥Full

is perpendicular to the Be-Al [59], Be-Ti [60], Cu-Pb [61] and Cu-Pb-alloy [63] sensitivity vectors, with corresponding
Q̂⊥Full. Models of light scalar UDM with coupling direction defined according to Q̂⊥Full(mφ) · ~d would not be constrained
by these four leading EP bounds. Note that throughout the whole the mass range Q̂⊥Full(mφ) has a substantial overlap
with the dme

direction (the second entry). Thus, experiments that are particularly sensitive to time-variation of me,
such as the ones being discussed here, test a sector of coupling space that the first four-best EP experiments are
insensitive to. In Fig. 5, we present our bounds on Q̂⊥Full · ~d, projected (for clarity) in the dme

direction, as dotted red
and blue lines. The fifth-best EP bound projected onto Q̂⊥Full(mφ) and further on dme , is shown by a brown dotted
line. Note that we could only calculate the projection of Q̂⊥Full into the remaining 5th-best EP bound to an accuracy
of 1:103 due to the limited precision of the published test mass composition data. We find that in this sector of
coupling space the bounds related to our direct UDM experiments are only two to three orders weaker than the
bounds from the EP tests.

10-13 10-12 10-11 10-10 10-9 10-8 10-710-6
10-3
100
103
106
109

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108
galactic halo

solar halo

earth halo

Expt BExpt A

<latexit sha1_base64="xM88yqCWSdGqD/1eBO6lrFk1hro=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxChVISUXRZdNNlBfuAJoTJZNIMnTyYmQhtyF/4AW71E9yJW3/AL/A3nLZZ2NYDFw7n3Mu997gJo0IaxrdWWlvf2Nwqb1d2dvf2D/TDo66IU45JB8cs5n0XCcJoRDqSSkb6CScodBnpuaP7qd97IlzQOHqU44TYIRpG1KcYSSU5+onvZFYS0NyqW/WaxUPYmlw4etVoGDPAVWIWpAoKtB39x/JinIYkkpghIQamkUg7Q1xSzEhesVJBEoRHaEgGikYoJMLOZtfn8FwpHvRjriqScKb+nchQKMQ4dFVniGQglr2p+J83SKV/a2c0SlJJIjxf5KcMyhhOo4Ae5QRLNlYEYU7VrRAHiCMsVWALW4R6KiBeXlHJmMs5rJLuZcO8bhgPV9XmXZFRGZyCM1ADJrgBTdACbdABGEzAC3gFb9qz9q59aJ/z1pJWzByDBWhfv2uAnSg=</latexit>

f� (Hz)

EP test

Figure 3. Exclusion plot of the combination of couplings to the QCD sector, Q̂N · ~d = 0.999 dgs + 0.092 dm̂ + 3 × 10−4 dδm +
0.047 dms . Turquoise line: fifth-force/EP-violation experiments [59, 60, 64–66].
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pink [29], green [53], Magenta [37], and purple [67]. Fifth-force/EP tests: turquoise [59, 60, 64–66].
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!

<latexit sha1_base64="4p3lfK7aguU6J2F/BnGZo7cEfW4=">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</latexit>

ExptB, only dme
6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="1VvLI7hhzizeEo/vxphtHVpy75g=">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</latexit>

· · · ExptA in Q̂
?
Full direction

<latexit sha1_base64="EiBRARW1U6xMMdQ7GBz2eUWiay4=">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</latexit>

· · · ExptB in Q̂
?
Full

directi
on

<latexit sha1_base64="Vt5bZ8wjIGOBskSelJxxwFRjVxA=">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</latexit>

ExptA, only dme
6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="ruEJwdbTKT885oi9ATjqw77UzM4=">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</latexit>

Be-Cu, only dme
6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="Aa08zam8fXYD37/SK/2Ctb2WGCU=">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</latexit>

Be-Ti, only dme
6= 0<latexit sha1_base64="aeEfZ0AOprE+A4Lww8Ruju8AZpY=">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</latexit>

Be-Al, only dme
6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="hm73d5dijZOUBYIgJLRrpAsTKPs=">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</latexit>

Cu-Pb, only dme
6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="8uI4fWzRmLxnMY4+a4EJ2i+vCzo=">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</latexit>

Cu-Pb alloy, only dme
6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="gLLQIPyc8qSpX/tZ2U9eea78qD4=">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</latexit>

· · · EP tests in Q̂?
Full direction

Figure 5. Exclusion plot for dme ; the solid lines assume a model where only dme 6= 0. The dotted lines depict the bounds for a
model defined by a vector of sensitivities, Q̂⊥Full(mφ), that is orthogonal to the sensitivities of four leading EP test experiments
(see Supp. Mat. for details). The bounds from our experiments are shown in red and blue, whereas bounds from other published
experiments, shown in Fig. 4, are not shown again here, for simplicity. The bound from the fifth-best EP test experiment in a
given mass range, projected onto the Q̂⊥Full(mφ) direction, and further on the dme direction, is shown as dotted brown line.

Conclusion

Our molecular-spectroscopy experiments have resulted in the first bounds on the coupling of an oscillating UDM
field to the gluon and quark fields, in a broad frequency range that spans seven decades (10Hz–100MHz). Within
this range, improvements on previous limits for the coupling to the electromagnetic field and the electron field were
also obtained within a small frequency window. Our experiments are not entirely free of technical noises. A new
generation of similar experiments, with minimization of all noise sources, long acquisition times, high sampling rates,
and, possibly, multiple setups enabling reduction of the noise level by statistical averaging, could further improve
the present limits by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, we have argued that there is a special class of dark
matter couplings where the bounds from equivalence principle tests are significantly less stringent than expected.
Consequently, in the near future experiments of the kind described here may be able to probe this class of UDM
models with sensitivity competitive to EP tests.
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I. EXPERIMENTS

A. Introduction

A molecular transition frequency can be approximated as ν(1) = ν0 + νvib,B − νvib,X, where hν0 ' (hc)15769 cm−1

is the difference in the electronic binding energies of the two states and hνvib is the vibrational energy. Rotational
energy contributions can be neglected, due to the large mass of iodine. We approximate the vibrational energies
as hνvib,X = hωvib,X(υ + 1/2), hνvib,B = (υ′ + 1/2)hωvib,B, with the vibrational constants ωvib,X = c 214.5 cm−1,
ωvib,B = c 125.7 cm−1. The vibrational quantum numbers in the states X and B are υ and υ′, respectively. It is
reasonable to assume that the electronic energy difference arises mostly from non-relativistic dynamics. Since both
electronic and vibrational energies are proportional to the Rydberg energy, we have R(1)

α = 2. The sensitivity to the
electron mass is R(1)

e ' 1 + (υ′ωvib,B − υωvib,X)/2ν(1) and to the nuclear mass R(1)
N ' −(υ′ωvib,B − υωvib,X)/2ν(1).

Since the vibrational energy contribution is only a small fraction of the total transition energy, R(1)
N is small. In the

future, the value can be increased by using pure vibrational transitions [1]. Experiments A and B employ Doppler-
free and Doppler-broadened I2 transitions, respectively. The observed Doppler-free transition in apparatus A has a
width of a few MHz. This width determines the frequency range over which there is significant molecular response
to FC oscillations. In apparatus B, the observed Doppler-broadened transition is of the order of 1GHz. In addition
to Doppler broadening, there is significant homogeneous broadening due to collisions (as discussed below), and the
molecular response is essentially constant over the 100MHz range probed for FC oscillations. Apparatus A, being
equipped with a low-frequency-noise laser source, is better suited for probing low frequencies up to the molecular
transition’s observed linewidth (of order MHz). Experiment B offers a broad detection range set by the transition’s
pressure broadening (hundreds of MHz). Important features of the experimental setups are the power spectral noise
densities of the fractional frequency fluctuations of the molecular reference, S(1)

y (f), and of the interrogating laser
wave, S(2)

y (f). These contain contributions of technical or of fundamental origin. In order to obtain small values of
S

(1)
y it is advantageous to employ references containing a large number of particles, here a substantial gas volume.
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Figure 1. Experimental setups. (a) Setup for the experiment A. D: photodetector, AOM: acousto-optic modulator; SHG:
second-harmonic generation; SA: spectrum analyzer; DDS: direct digital synthesizer; PBS: polarizing beam splitter; ULE: ultra-
low expansion glass. BD: balanced photodetector; HWP: half-wave plate; PLL: phase-locked loop. (b) Setup for the experiment
B. PR: Partial reflector; PBS: Polarizing beam splitter; BS: beam splitter, HWP: half-wave plate; QWP: quarter-wave plate;
EOM: Electro-optic modulator. D: Photodetector; BD: Balanced photodetector; FP: Fabry-Perot cavity. HWP 3 is mounted
on a stepper motor to allow for active balancing of the detector output.
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Figure 2. Spectra of iodine transitions employed in experiments A and B. (a): Doppler-free, pressure-broadened iodine transition
at 532 nm in experiment A. FWHM: 3.6MHz. Data was recorded with 1MHz detection bandwidth and 10ms scan time. For
DM detection, the laser frequency is tuned to the operating point indicated by the magenta circle. The discriminator slope D is
found from the slope of the signal at this point and the electronics’ amplification factor. (b): Doppler- and pressure-broadened
I2 transition at 725 nm in experiment B. The magenta-color circles indicate the regions where the laser frequency is tuned to
take data with, or without sensitivity to FC oscillations. The spectrum was recorded with 250Hz bandwidth and 2 s scan time.

B. Experiment A

The oscillator interrogating the iodine gas is a Nd:YAG laser (laser 1). It is frequency-doubled to 532 nm by means
of a fiber-coupled nonlinear conversion module. This wave has the frequency ν(2). Laser 1 is phase-locked to a laser
2 that is frequency-stabilized to a 30 cm long ultrastable high-finesse ultra-low expansion glass (ULE) resonator.

The detected frequency range covers 10Hz to 100 kHz. The lower end of this range covers frequencies smaller than
the bandwidth of the frequency lock of the laser to the cavity, f (A)

1 = 3 kHz. For f < f
(A)
1 , the frequency ν(2,A) of the

wave sent to the experiment is determined by the length of the ULE cavity. As widely discussed, for a cavity, R(2)
α = 1,

R
(2)
e = 1 [2]. For f > f

(A)
1 the laser resonator is the element determining the frequency fluctuations. Although the

resonator is monolithic and the material has a refractive index larger than unity, to a good approximation, the same
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expressions for Rα, Re hold. We neglect the effect of mechanical resonances [3].
Approximately 30 mW of laser radiation at 532 nm is sent to the spectroscopy setup. It is split into two beams

(probe and saturation) using a 20%:80% beam splitter. These are sent from opposite directions into a 30 cm-long cell
filled with iodine gas (I2). The iodine saturation pressure in the cell is maintained at about 0.04mbar by temperature
stabilization of the cell’s cold finger at about 0o C using a Peltier element. The probe laser beam is frequency-shifted by
50MHz using an AOM to prevent interference effects with the saturating beam. The counter-propagating probe and
saturation beams are overlapped inside the cell allowing nonlinear saturation spectroscopy on the hyperfine structure
(hfs) components of iodine rovibronic absorption lines. Saturation absorption resonances are detected in the power of
the transmitted probe beam by means of a low-noise photodetector D2.

To reduce the effect of laser intensity noise we implemented balanced detection of the probe wave and a reference
wave. The latter is obtained by splitting off part of the probe beam using a half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarizing
beam splitter (PBS) in front of the cell. This reference beam is sent through the cell colinearly with the spectroscopy
probe beam, however not interacting with the saturation beam. The reference beam is detected with a photodetector
D3, similar to D2.

The outputs of both photodetectors are subtracted using a precision differential buffer, and the signal is then further
amplified by a factor of approximately 104 using a low-noise preamplifier (Stanford Research Systems SRS 560). By
adjusting the laser powers on the photodetectors by means of the HWP in front of the cell, the differential amplitude
noise at the output of the amplifier can be reduced by about 40 dB over the bandwidth from DC to 1 MHz. The data
were acquired using a 16-bit DAQ (digital acquisition) card (National Instruments USB-6343) referenced to a Maser.

In experiment A the spectroscopy was performed on the a1 hyperfine structure component of the R(56)32-0 electronic
transition.
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Figure 3. total noise spectral density Ŝtot(f) for the detection of the relative frequency fluctuations between interrogating
oscillator and iodine reference. The peak at 120 kHz is due to relaxation oscillations of the laser. Magenta: Estimated frequency
noise of the interrogation oscillator (laser 1), S(2)

y (f). A contribution to the latter is the noise of laser 2 and an estimate for it
is the green trace. It is the spectral density of the frequency fluctuations of a beat between two similar cavity-stabilized lasers,
one of which is laser 2, normalized to their optical frequency (ν(2)/2 ' 282 THz). Blue: total background noise of the detection
process, Sdet(f), obtained with the probe laser far detuned from the Doppler-free resonance. A contribution to the latter is the
detector noise in absence of laser light, shown in cyan.

Characterization.
Figure 2a top shows one characteristic feature of the apparatus: the discriminator. It is recorded by slowly scanning
the frequency of the laser ν(2) across the molecular resonance ν(1) and recording the signal (voltage) change. The
full width of the saturated absorption resonance was 3.6 MHz (FWHM), caused by a relatively high iodine pressure
and contamination in the iodine cell. The natural linewidth of the transition is approximately 300 kHz. For DM
detection, the laser 1 frequency was tuned to the half-height of the resonance by tuning the local oscillator frequency
of the phase lock. For the input signal to the DAQ system, the discriminator on the side of the molecular resonance
is D ' 1 V/MHz.

The second characteristic is the noise level of the apparatus. It was determined by recording, for a comparatively
short duration, the signal V (t) when ν(2) is kept at the operating point. (This recording was not part of the long-
duration data recording, so noise presented in the following is to be regarded as typical.) This noise [Ŝtot(f)]1/2 is
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shown in Fig. 3 in black and is given by Ŝtot(f) = (S
(1)
y (f)+S

(2)
y (f)+Sdet(f))(ν(2)D)2. Here, S(1)

y (f) is the frequency
noise spectrum of the molecular transition frequency, S(2)

y (f) is the frequency noise of the interrogating laser, and
Sdet(f) is the detection noise.

The detection noise is due to effects such as laser amplitude noise, detector noise, electronic noise pick-up, optical
feedback. These technical noises dominate over the also present fundamental noise sources, quantum fluctuations
(shot noise) and thermal noises. The detection noise (ν(2)D)2Sdet(f) can be estimated from the spectrum of the
signal V (t) when the laser frequency is tuned away from the resonance, since then the effects of S(1)

y (f) and S(2)
y (f)

do not appear. The detection noise is shown in blue in Fig. 3.

The background detector noise floor, that includes the noise of the 250 kSa/s data acquisition card (DAQ, digitizer),
is a contribution to (ν(2)D)2Sdet(f) and is shown in cyan. It was measured by blocking the laser beams impinging on
D1 and D2. By comparison with the blue trace we find it to be negligible.

An estimate of the total frequency noise of the interrogating laser 1, S(2)
y (f), is shown in magenta. We believe that

it is negligible compared to the other noises in the experiment. The laser 1 noise was obtained as follows. Laser 1
is phase-locked to laser 2. The frequency noise of laser 2 is determined by a beat against a similar system (laser 3).
The beat linewidth is less than 1Hz. The green trace shows the linear spectral density of frequency noise of the beat.
However, because the apparatus comprising laser 2 and laser 3 is located on the same vibration isolation system, there
is certain degree of common-mode noise rejection, and therefore the green curve is only an approximation to the true
frequency noise of laser 2. To this noise we add the directly measured noise of the phase-lock between laser 1 and
laser 2. The result is the magenta trace.

Note that the monolithic Nd:YAG resonator exhibits an acoustic cutoff, f2 ' vs/Lr ' 300 kHz, where Lr ' 2 cm
is the linear dimension of the resonator and vs ' 6 × 103 m/s is the speed of sound in the YAG resonator material.
However, this cut-off is not relevant here because it is higher than the studied frequency range of experiment A.

The iodine transition frequency ν(1) exhibits fluctuations induced by varying environmental parameters (temper-
ature, pressure, acoustics). These result in S

(1)
y (f) to change over time impacting the the discriminator constant.

These variations are difficult to quantify. Because we find that (ν(2)D)2Sdet(f) and Ŝtot(f) are of similar magnitude,
we can deduce that the contribution of S(1)

y (f) to the overall noise spectrum is not major. Thus, it appears that the
major noise source is residual laser intensity noise.

Data analysis and presentation

The time series data were cropped to a duration T so that the number of data points N is equal to a power of 2.
Here, N = 234, and T ' 19 h. The data set Vi was Fourier-transformed, i.e. the fast Fourier transform (FFT) Ṽk was
computed (no normalization was included). A rectangular window function was used. One frequency bin corresponds
to ' 15µHz. The normalized periodogram Pk = |Ṽk|2/N2 was then obtained. The power spectral density is TPk.

The data is presented as a filtered spectrum in Fig. 2 of the main text. This spectrum was generated as follows. The
overall spectral range from 10Hz to 100 kHz was divided into intervals j whose limits were defined, in each decade,
by an E48-series distribution. The intervals were (10, 10.5)Hz, (10.5, 11.0)Hz,..., (95.3, 100.0)Hz, etc. For each
interval (fj,1, fj,2) we consider the center frequency fa,i = (fj,1 + fj,2)/2 as axion frequency and define a simplified
DM line-shape model L(fa,j , f), a Lorentzian. Its quality factor Q0 ' 1× 106 is independent of fa,j and thus of the
considered interval j. Note that the full linewidth fa,j/Q0 ranges from ' 10µHz at 10Hz to ' 100mHz at 100 kHz.
Thus, at the lower end of the spectrum, 10Hz, the assumed spectral line is effectively only ' 1 frequency bins wide.

In each interval j the normalized periodogram {Pk}j is convoluted with the corresponding L(fa,j , f), yielding the
optimally filtered periodogram (OFP). Its square root (ROFP) is shown, in simplified form, as orange band in Fig. 2 a
of the main document. The trend of the mean of ROFP as a function of Fourier frequency f is due to various noise
sources, in particular the increase for f > 104 Hz is due to laser amplitude noise.

Obvious technical noise has been removed from the ROFP by removing a 5Hz wide frequency range around every
multiple of 50 Hz ranging from 100Hz to 15 kHz. The convolution applied to the data suppresses signals that are not
representative of the expected signals of the galactic halo model. The suppression is weaker for the sun and earth
halo models, that have higher signal Q factors.
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f (Hz) FWHM (bin) Q-factor (106) comment

642 3 24 unknown source
1284 3 48 second harmonic

n× 7681 60 to 300 8.5 to 22 laser PLL; harmonics
up to 100 kHz

46091 700 0.9 laser PLL
53670 26000 0.013 laser PLL
61454 700 1.2 laser PLL

Table I. Some frequency windows containing technical noise. The quality factors Q are computed from the measured full
half-widths at half maximum (FWHM).

Analysis of technical noise: heuristic approach.
Table I lists omitted frequency ranges that contain technical noise of substantial strength. In the following further

analysis, these ranges as well as those around the 50Hz-noise peak and its harmonics have been omitted.
A second step in the data analysis consists in checking weaker narrow-linewidth signals. We first mark any frequency

bin having a signal strength above the detection limit. The latter is heuristically chosen as 3 standard deviations of
the ROFP above its mean. Both standard deviation and mean are computed from the ROFP data in a small spectral
window around the frequency of interest. Frequency bins that are above the threshold but within the expected
lineshape of a previously marked bin will be rejected to avoid double counting. After the this procedure no candidate
remained

Determination of detection limits: generalities
The value of the DM field φ in SI units, at the location of the experiment, can be expressed as [3–5]

φ(t) =
φ0

2πfφ

∑

i

αiF
′(ωi) cos(ωit+ ϕi) , (1)

where fφ is the Compton frequency of the DM particle, φ0 =
√

4πρDMGN/c2 is a normalized field amplitude, ρDM is
the local DM energy density, and GN is the gravitational constant. The dimensionless amplitudes αi (or order unity)
and phases ϕi are random numbers drawn from specific probability distributions [4]. {ωi} are a set of regularly spaced
angular frequencies starting at 2πfφ and extending over a narrow spectral window. Finally, F ′ is a dimensionless
weighting function that takes into account the velocity distribution of the DM particles and is specific to the assumed
DM model. In particular, it is characterized by a fractional full-width at half maximum, Q−1 � 1 (see further
below). The DM spectrum is proportional to F ′(ω)2. In the galactic halo DM model, ρ(G)

DM ' 0.3 GeV/cm
3 and thus

φ0 ' 7× 10−16 Hz.

Determination of detection limits: approach of Derevianko (2018).
For evaluation of experiment A, we apply Eq. (14) of Ref. [5]. Our 95% bound is taken as 2σ̂

(1)
γX/∆R

(A)
g , accounting

for the experiment-specific sensitivities.
For the Earth halo model with its infinite coherence time, there is but a single amplitude, α1 =

√
2, and the bound

has a particularly simple expression.
In the galactic and Sun halo models, the above bound holds for observations times significantly longer than the

coherence time, say T ≥ 10 τcoh. For those low DM frequencies fφ for which the observation time is significantly
shorter than the coherence time, T < 0.1 τcoh, we multiply the above expression by a factor 3, as discussed by Centers
et al.[6].

In the intermediate range of observation times, 0.1 τcoh ≤ T ≤ 10 τcoh, the theory of the bound has not yet been
worked out. We therefore conservatively apply the factor of 3 also in this range.

The following correction to the formulae in Ref. [5] is implemented [7]: in Sec.II A, the factors "2" appearing in the
definitions of de, dme

are replaced by "4". For the galactic halo model, we use the velocity values given by Foster et
al. [4],

√
2vvir = v0 ' 220 km/s, vg = vobs ' 232 km/s.
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C. Experiment B

Apparatus. The apparatus of experiment B implements Doppler-broadened absorption spectroscopy in the R(122)
2-10 I2 transition at 725 nm, and is shown in Fig. 1b. Iodine vapor is excited with ≈2 mW of light from a Ti:Sapphire
laser (M squared SolsTiS) in a 10-cm long cell. The light beam is double-passed through the cell to increase the
absorption signal. The cell body is maintained at ≈405 oC, sufficiently high to obtain adequate population in the
electronic ground state’s vibrational level with υ=10. The pressure in the I2 cell is set to ≈30mbar via heating of
the cold finger of the cell, that is maintained to 87 ◦C to within ±1 ◦C. Balanced detection of the light transmitted
through the cell is done with use of a secondary reference beam, to minimize the effects of laser amplitude noise.
Small drifts in this balancing are corrected by monitoring the output of the balanced detector (Thorlabs PBD415A)
and applying feedback to a stepper-motor mounted HWP (HWP3 in Fig. 1b) to adjust the power of the beam headed
to the I2 cell. This results in suppression of laser amplitude noise by more than ×100 times. The output of the
balanced photodetector is amplified ×100 times with a preamplifier (Femto HVA-200M-40-B) and is recorded with a
12-bit DAQ system (Picoscope 5244D) at a rate of 250 MSa/s. An electro-optic modulator (EOM) is used in auxiliary
experiments to impose frequency modulation on the laser light, in order to measure the frequency response of the
apparatus. This response may be characterized by an overall calibration function h(f), which is primarily determined
by the decaying response of molecules at frequencies larger than the transition’s linewidth. This frequency modu-
lation is checked with a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity whose resonance has ≈ 150MHz FWHM. The peak I2 absorption
corresponds to ≈ 1 absorption length for the Doppler- and pressure-broadened resonance The transition width of
≈ 970MHz has contributions due to Doppler (≈ 485MHz) and collisional broadening (≈ 240MHz). The latter is
estimated from comparison of the 970MHz width with the value ≈ 730MHz observed at much lower I2 pressure
(≈ 3mbar). The molecular response is essentially constant over the 100MHz range probed for FC oscillations (the
function h(f) was measured to be ' 1 for all frequencies probed).

Experimental protocol.
An experimental run proceeds as follows: First, the laser frequency is swept over the I2 resonance and the reference
beam power is set to obtain a zero-crossing of the photodetector output on the side of the resonance, at the half-height
of absorption feature (see Fig. 2b). Then the laser frequency is tuned to the nominal zero crossing and stabilized to
the reading of a He-Ne referenced wavemeter (drift ≈ 2MHz/h), and subsequent slow drifts of the detector output
are actively compensated, as mentioned above. A time series of the amplified detector signal is recorded in a 0.1 s
window once every ≈1 s (i.e. 10% measurement duty cycle), and corresponding FFT of these data are computed and
the resulting periodograms, i.e. the squared magnitudes of the computed amplitudes, are continuously averaged. A
flattop window is applied to the time-series data, to avoid parasitic effects in the periodograms due to the discrete
nature of the computation. This windowing leads to an effective broadening of the single-bin width in the frequency
domain to a resulting ≈ 37.7 Hz (It additionally reduces the integration time from 0.1 s to an effective 27 ms.).
Thus, the resulting periodogram in the 100 kHz-100 MHz range consists of N ≈ 2.65 · 106 bins. After ≈ 200 s of
data taken on the slope of the resonance, the laser frequency is detuned from resonance by 1.1 GHz, where the
discriminator slope is ≈ 0, and the power of the beam headed to the I2 cell is re-adjusted with feedback to maintain
balanced detection, as mentioned above. Equal amount of data as before are taken in this FC-oscillation insensitive
configuration. The corresponding periodogram is subtracted from that from data with sensitivity to FC oscillations,
to minimize the impact of parasitic effects such as laser amplitude noise and instrumentation pickup. After cycling
many times between the two configurations, a difference periodogram is obtained that is nearly free of parasitics and
will contain power in excess of noise in the presence of FC oscillations. We henceforth refer to this as excess power
spectrum (PS). We show this excess PS, produced using the data of our main 60-h-long DM run in Fig. 4.

Note that this total measurement time exceeds the coherence times of the galactic halo and solar halo models for
the considered range of fφ values, so that the Rayleigh probability distribution of the amplitudes αi is fully sampled.
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Figure 4. Excess PS and detection threshold at the 95% CL.

Check for DM candidate signals.
The excess PS of Fig. 4 is analyzed for possible FC oscillations. A DM signature would be excess power in the

spectrum, above a detection threshold computed below and shown in Fig. 4. In addition to investigating such candidate
signals, ‘negative’ peaks (i.e. with power significantly smaller than the mean background noise) are also investigated.
It was established that all such peaks have technical origins and although their power in most cases is expected to
cancel out in the excess PS, residual power for some of those remains. Checking the residual background power after
they are accounted for, informs about potential FC oscillations in the respective frequency positions, as is the case of
candidates with high excess power.

Auxiliary experiments were carried out to identify the origin of the candidate DM and spurious peaks and measure
their respective powers. These experiments were done with use of a calibrated spectrum analyzer (Keysight N9320B)
to acquire spectra over 5 kHz regions around the candidate peaks. This device is more time efficient in acquiring
spectra than our primary acquisition system when recording spectra over narrow frequency windows. In one set of
measurements, data were acquired to check for the high-frequency-range spurious signals (above 60 MHz), alternating
between acquisition with laser frequency tuned on and off the I2 resonance. The new excess PS was found to be
consistent with background noise. All spurious signals above 60 MHz were found to be due to rf apparatus pickup,
since the corresponding peaks were present in the absence of light arriving at the detector. In another experiment, an
EOM (EOM 2 in Fig. 1b) was used to provide improved suppression of amplitude noise in the balanced photodetection
employed in the setup. This resulted in the elimination of a peak at ≈ 181 kHz, which was identified to be due to
laser amplitude noise, as it appeared in direct measurement of the laser output light. Finally, in another experiment,
the power of a peak at ≈ 523 kHz, only present with the laser tuned on the slope of the I2 resonance, was identified
to be laser frequency noise with the FP (see Fig. 1b). Its power was measured on the slope of the FP resonance and
subtracted from the excess PS. As a result of all checks following the main 60-hr long DM run, it was established
that all peaks under investigation had a technical source, and after these were accounted for in the excess PS, the
residual power in the respective frequencies was consistent with background noise and below the detection threshold.

Computation of DM constraints.
Detection of FC oscillations in the excess PS of Fig. 4 is associated with power higher than noise. This noise is

used to define a detection threshold Pth at the 95% confidence level, so that if a spectral feature has excess power
Pex > Pth, there is probability p0 = 5% that it is due to statistical fluctuations. Given a noise distribution function
and associated cummulative disctribution function (CDF), one can express p0 as:

p0 = 1− CDF(Pth), (2)

where CDF(Pth) represents the probability p(Pex < Pth) that the excess power is smaller than the threshold. The
Eq. (2) may be be solved for the detection threshold Pth. However this determination would only be valid for an
experiment investigating a single frequency bin. In experiment B, where FC oscillations are looked for inN ≈ 2.65×106

bins (≈ 100MHz search window consisting of 37.7Hz bins), the threshold has to be raised to account for the fact that
a fraction of bins (≈ 5%) are expected to have power in excess of Pth [8]. This requires raising the CDF in Eq. (2) in
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the N th power, so that:

p0 = 1−
[
CDF(Pth)

]N
. (3)

The noise distribution of the excess PS of Fig. 4 was checked in many frequency bins and it was found to be well
described by a Gaussian. Given this, one can solve for the threshold power Pth using the expression for the Gaussian
CDF, and obtain:

Pth =
√

2erf−1
{

2(1− p0)1/N − 1
}
σ + µ ≈ 5.5σ + µ, (4)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian noise. These parameters were determined
throughout the spectrum of Fig. 4 by fitting the noise in consecutive 5-kHz-wide windows.

From the determined threshold Pth, constraints are extracted on the frequency fluctuation δν . This fluctuation
is given by δν = δV/D, where δV is the voltage fluctuation corresponding to the fluctuation δP in the excess PS
spectrum of Fig. 4 (at the 95% confidence level: δP = Pth − µ = 5.5σ). The discriminator slope D is discussed in the
main text. The quantities δV and δP are related via δP = 2VavδV = 2

√
PavδV , where Pav = V 2

av is the averaged PS
recorded with sensitivity to FC oscillations (i.e. with laser tuned to the slope of the I2 resonance). One obtains for
δν:

δν =
δV

D
=

δP

2
√
PavD

=
5.5σ

2
√
PavD

. (5)

Effect of decoherence of DM field.

Before placing constraints on FC, one has to consider the effects of partial decoherence of the DM field, that if
present, will result in reduced sensitivity to DM detection. In experiment B, decoherence needs to be accounted for
within the galactic DM halo scenario: τcoh ' (6, 0.006) s at fφ = (105, 108)Hz. Within the Solar and Earth halo
scenarios, the Q-factor of the field is high enough so that there is negligible decoherence over the 27ms acquisition
time. In practice, a sensitivity penalty must be applied to the obtained δν/ν spectrum, to account for the decoherence
during the effective 27-ms-long time interval of our data acquisition. This penalty becomes significant at a frequency
fφ ≥ 1/27 ms ≈ 40MHz. To compute this sensitivity loss, we considered the lineshape, fDM(f), that arises in the lab
as the laboratory moves through the virialized DM field with a velocity dispersion of v0 ≈ 10−3c0 (denoted above by√

2vvir),

fDM(f) =
2c2√

πv0vlabfφ
exp

(
−2c2

v2
0

f − fφ
fφ

− v2
lab
v2

0

)
sinhβ, (6)

where vlab (denoted vg above) is the velocity of the laboratory in the galactic frame (232 km/s), and we have denoted

β =
2cvlab
v2

0

√
2(f − fφ)

fφ
(7)

for brevity. This lineshape is proportional to the power spectral density of the DM particle and has been derived
previously in Refs. [4, 5, 9, 10]. (The relationship to F ′ is fDM(f) = F ′(ω)2T .)

We had a constant frequency bin width equal to 37.7Hz in experiment B due to the flat-top windowing in the
time domain. At frequencies higher than ≈ 40MHz the DM power spectral density will be broader than that of the
bin-width, effectively leading to the power spreading over more than one point in our spectrum. We have calculated
the loss due to this for different DM particle Compton frequencies, fφ, by integrating the lineshape in 37.7Hz bins
and steps of 10Hz. The maximum of these bin-integrals is then compared to the total area of the lineshape. This
procedure yields the fraction of the DM power that will be observed in our spectrum. For a sense of scale, at 10MHz
the sensitivity loss because of this is ≈ 1% and at 100MHz it is ≈ 75%.
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II. THEORY

Details of the Earth halo model.
This model may alternatively be called the "gravitational hydrogen atom model". The DM field is monochromatic

with infinite coherence time, following from the assumption that the earth halo is infinitely stable, i.e. the virial
velocity is zero. The value of ρ⊕DM is a function of DM particle mass (see Fig. 2a in supplementary information of Ref.
[11]), and is enhanced compared to ρG

DM by a factor increasing from 104 at fφ = 100 Hz to 1019 at fφ = 3.4 MHz.
However, beyond fφ ' 15MHz the ratio ρ⊕DM/ρDM drops below 1.

Equivalence Principle (EP) tests.
A scalar field φ with mass mφ would induce an Yukawa interaction between two bodies A and B in the range

Λ = h/mφc which is non-universal and thus violates the equivalence principle (EP). The total potential (gravitational
and Yukawa) between these two bodies can be written as

V = −GN
mAmB

rAB

(
1 + αAαB e−rAB/Λ

)
, (8)

where, mA (mB) is the mass of body A (B), GN is the Newtonian gravitational constant and rAB is the distance
between A and B. αA,B are the strengths of the Yukawa interaction. They measure the susceptibility of the mass to
φ, and thus can be written as,

α =
1√

4πGN

∂ lnm(φ)

∂φ
. (9)

In the presence of a central body (the "source") S with mass mS at a distance r, the acceleration of a test body A
can be written as

~aA = −r̂GNm
S

r2

[
1 + αAαS

(
1 +

r

Λ

)
e−r/Λ

]
. (10)

The Eötvös parameter, ηEP, which measures the differential acceleration between two test bodies A and B in the
presence of a source S, follows as as [12, 13]

ηExp
EP ≡ 2

|~aA − ~aB|
|~aA + ~aB|

' (αA − αB)αS
(

1 +
r

Λ

)
e−r/Λ. (11)

EP test experiments constrain ηExp
EP as a function of Λ. This leads to bounds on αA,B,S as a function of mφ. Because

αA,B,S depend on the fundamental constants (FCs) as shown in the following, a bound on ηEP can be converted into
a bound on the coupling coefficients di .

FC dependence of atom mass.
To discuss how the mass of a body depends on FCs, let us start by noting that the mass of a generic atom a with

atomic number Aa and proton number Za can be expressed as,

ma = ma
N (Aa, Za) + Zame . (12)

where ma
N is the mass of the nucleus of atom a and me is the electron mass. The mass of the nucleus can be further

decomposed as

ma
N (Aa, Za) = Zamp + (Aa − Za)mn + E3 + E1 , (13)

where, mp (mn) is the proton (neutron) mass and E3 (E1) is the binding energy of the strong (electromagnetic)
interaction. Note that E1 is dominated by the electromagnetic effect within the nucleus [14] and thus we will ignore
the electron effect on this. As mp,mn, E3 and E1 depend on the FCs, variation of the FCs would lead to a variation
of nucleus and atom mass, and can be written as

∂ lnma(φ)

∂φ
=
∂ lnma(φ)

∂ ln gi

∂ ln gi
∂φ

= Qa
i

di
MPl

, (14)

where gi is a generic FC, and we have also implied summation over repeated indices here and below. We have
introduced the notation Qa

i ≡ ∂ lnma(φ)/∂ ln gi, the ith “dilatonic charge” of a body. The susceptibility of a FC to φ
can be rewritten as ∂ ln gi/∂φ = di/MPl (See Eqs. (2-5) in the main text).
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For a given body, the dilatonic charges corresponding to different FCs can be given in vector form explicitly as [14]
(with ( ~Qa)i = Qa

i ),

~Qa ≈F a
(

3× 10−4 − 4 rI + 9 rZ , 3× 10−4 − 3 rI , 1 ,

0.1− 0.04

(Aa)1/3
− 2× 106r2

I − rZ , 0.002 rI

)
, (15)

where here and below ~X ≡ (Xα, Xme , Xgs , Xm̂, Xδm) , with m̂, δm/2 ≡ (mu ±md)/2 ,

104 rI ≡ 1− 2Za/Aa , 104 rZ ≡ Za(Za − 1)/(Aa)4/3 , and F a = 931Aa/(ma/MeV).
Finally, the Yukawa strength of a body composed of atoms of species a is αa =

√
2 ~Qa · ~d, where we have used

MPl =
√

~ c/(8πGN) .
As we discussed in the main text in the context of EP tests, and in the following here, we do not consider the

strange quark mass contribution.
For our experiment we can also construct an analogous ~Q, setting QX

i = ∆R
(X)
i with X = A,B as given in the main

text, with a relative sensitivity to the QCD parameters of 0.06 (-0.07) in experiment A (B). So,

~QA '
(
1, 0.06,−0.05,−0.005,−2× 10−5

)
,

~QB '
(
2, 0.93, 0.06, 0.006, 2× 10−5

)
. (16)

Sensitivities of EP tests.
Let us now discuss the sensitivities of the EP test experiments. In the mass region of our interest 10−14 eV . mφ .

10−6 eV these tests have given stronger bounds than those arising from the direct scalar DM searches. However, as
we have discussed in the main text and also here, the EP tests compare the dilatonic charges of two test bodies. For
instance, consider the MICROSCOPE experiment [15, 16], that provides one of the strongest EP bounds for masses
below 10−12 eV. It is sensitive to the difference of the dilatonic charges of a platinum/rhodium alloy (90%/10%) and

a titanium/aluminum/vanadium alloy (90%/6%/4%), with (
−→

∆Q )Mic ≈ 10−3(−1.94 , 0.03 , 0.8 , −2.61 , −0.19) [14].
Alloys are treated as mixtures of pure systems. By inspecting the enclosed angles, we find that the direction of this
vector in coupling sapce is very different than that of our experiments ~QA,B.

In our present discussion, we consider the six most sensitive EP test experiments. Apart from MICROSCOPE,
these are [12, 17–20]:

(
−→

∆Q )Be−Al ' 10−3(−1.021, −0.021, −2.035, −5.498, 0.126 ) ,

(
−→

∆Q )Be−Ti ' 10−3(−1.560, −0.008, −2.435, −7.412, 0.047 ) ,

(
−→

∆Q )Be−Cu ' 10−3(−1.982, −0.007, −2.462, −8.204, 0.039 ) ,

(
−→

∆Q )Cu−Pb(a)' 10−3(−1.564, 0.033, 0.945, −1.764, −0.203 ) ,

(
−→

∆Q )Cu−Pb(b)' 10−3(−1.412, 0.030, 0.951, −1.427, −0.185 ),

where Pb(a) denotes the alloy of composition lead/antimony/tin (92%/7.75%/2.5%) [18] and Pb(b) denotes the alloy
of composition lead/aluminium (91.5%/8.5%) [20]. Note that we have denoted the Pb(a) combination as Pb and Pb(b)

combination as Pb-alloy in the main text.
Finding directions in coupling space to which EP tests are weakly sensitive to.

In the five dimensional vector space of couplings, we can construct a unit vector orthogonal to four most stringent
EP tests for each mass. For example, in the mass range of 2× 10−12 . mφ/eV . 5× 10−9, the leading EP tests are
Be-Ti, Be-Al, Be-Cu and Cu-Pb and in this mass range the orthogonal vector can be given as,

Q̂⊥Full '
(
0.003 , −0.987 , 0.002 , −0.001 , −0.162

)
.

Its existence implies that models of light scalar DM with this combination of relative coupling amplitudes are not
constrained by these four leading EP test experiments. Now, Q̂⊥Full has a large overlap with the dme

direction (the 2nd
entry of Q̂⊥Full). Thus, experiments that are sensitive to time-variation of the electron mass are sensitive to a sector
of DM - SM coupling parameter space that the first four-best EP bounds are insensitive to, barring a coincidence.
For our experiments, Q̂⊥Full · ~QA ' −0.03, and Q̂⊥Full · ~QB ' −0.87; these values are approximately the sensitivity
coefficients for dme

. The sensitivity of our current experiments into the Q̂⊥Full direction is indicated by the dotted
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lines in Fig. 5 in the main text (further projected onto the dme
direction for ease of display). The brown dotted line

depicts the bound of the remaining 5th-best EP experiment. In the Q̂⊥Full direction EP tests constraints are stronger
than our experiments by 2-3 orders of magnitude, compared to only dme

6= 0 models, where the EP tests are stronger
by 8-10 orders of magnitude.
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I. EXPERIMENTS

A. Introduction

A molecular transition frequency can be approximated
as ν(1) = ν0+νvib,B−νvib,X, where hν0 ' (hc)15769 cm−1

is the difference in the electronic binding energies of the
two states and hνvib is the vibrational energy. Rotational
energy contributions can be neglected, due to the large
mass of iodine. We approximate the vibrational energies
as hνvib,X = hωvib,X(υ+1/2), hνvib,B = (υ′+1/2)hωvib,B,
with the vibrational constants ωvib,X = c 214.5 cm−1,
ωvib,B = c 125.7 cm−1. The vibrational quantum num-
bers in the states X and B are υ and υ′, respectively. It is
reasonable to assume that the electronic energy difference
arises mostly from non-relativistic dynamics. Since both
electronic and vibrational energies are proportional to the
Rydberg energy, we have R(1)

α = 2. The sensitivity to the
electron mass is R(1)

e ' 1+(υ′ωvib,B−υωvib,X)/2ν(1) and
to the nuclear mass R(1)

N ' −(υ′ωvib,B − υωvib,X)/2ν(1).
Since the vibrational energy contribution is only a small
fraction of the total transition energy, R(1)

N is small. In
the future, the value can be increased by using pure vi-
brational transitions [1].

Experiments A and B employ Doppler-free and
Doppler-broadened I2 transitions, respectively. The ob-
served Doppler-free transition in apparatus A has a width
of a few MHz. This width determines the frequency
range over which there is significant molecular response
to FC oscillations. In apparatus B, the observed Doppler-
broadened transition is of the order of 1GHz. In addi-
tion to Doppler broadening, there is significant homoge-
neous broadening due to collisions (as discussed below),
and the molecular response is essentially constant over

∗ step.schiller@hhu.de, dantypas@uni-mainz.de

the 100MHz range probed for FC oscillations. Appara-
tus A, being equipped with a low-frequency-noise laser
source, is better suited for probing low frequencies up
to the molecular transition’s observed linewidth (of or-
der MHz). Experiment B offers a broad detection range
set by the transition’s pressure broadening (hundreds of
MHz).

Important features of the experimental setups are the
power spectral noise densities of the fractional frequency
fluctuations of the molecular reference, S(1)

y (f), and of
the interrogating laser wave, S(2)

y (f). These contain con-
tributions of technical or of fundamental origin. In order
to obtain small values of S(1)

y it is advantageous to em-
ploy references containing a large number of particles,
here a substantial gas volume.

B. Experiment A

The oscillator interrogating the iodine gas is a Nd:YAG
laser (laser 1). It is frequency-doubled to 532 nm by
means of a fiber-coupled nonlinear conversion module.
This wave has the frequency ν(2). Laser 1 is phase-locked
to a laser 2 that is frequency-stabilized to a 30 cm long
ultrastable high-finesse ultra-low expansion glass (ULE)
resonator.

The detected frequency range covers 10Hz to 100 kHz.
The lower end of this range covers frequencies smaller
than the bandwidth of the frequency lock of the laser to
the cavity, f (A)

1 = 3 kHz. For f < f
(A)
1 , the frequency

ν(2,A) of the wave sent to the experiment is determined
by the length of the ULE cavity. As widely discussed,
for a cavity, R(2)

α = 1, R(2)
e = 1 [2]. For f > f

(A)
1 the

laser resonator is the element determining the frequency
fluctuations. Although the resonator is monolithic and
the material has a refractive index larger than unity, to
a good approximation, the same expressions for Rα, Re

hold. We neglect the effect of mechanical resonances [3].
Approximately 30 mW of laser radiation at 532 nm
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Figure 1. Experimental setups. (a) Setup for the exper-
iment A. D: photodetector, AOM: acousto-optic modulator;
SHG: second-harmonic generation; SA: spectrum analyzer;
DDS: direct digital synthesizer; PBS: polarizing beam split-
ter; ULE: ultra-low expansion glass. BD: balanced photode-
tector; HWP: half-wave plate; PLL: phase-locked loop. (b)
Setup for the experiment B. PR: Partial reflector; PBS: Po-
larizing beam splitter; BS: beam splitter, HWP: half-wave
plate; QWP: quarter-wave plate; EOM: Electro-optic modu-
lator. D: Photodetector; BD: Balanced photodetector; FP:
Fabry-Perot cavity. HWP 3 is mounted on a stepper motor
to allow for active balancing of the detector output.

is sent to the spectroscopy setup. It is split into two
beams (probe and saturation) using a 20%:80% beam
splitter. These are sent from opposite directions into a
30 cm-long cell filled with iodine gas (I2). The iodine
saturation pressure in the cell is maintained at about
0.04mbar by temperature stabilization of the cell’s cold
finger at about 0o C using a Peltier element. The probe
laser beam is frequency-shifted by 50MHz using an AOM
to prevent interference effects with the saturating beam.
The counter-propagating probe and saturation beams are
overlapped inside the cell allowing nonlinear saturation
spectroscopy on the hyperfine structure (hfs) components
of iodine rovibronic absorption lines. Saturation absorp-
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Figure 2. Spectra of iodine transitions employed in experi-
ments A and B. (a): Doppler-free, pressure-broadened iodine
transition at 532 nm in experiment A. FWHM: 3.6MHz. Data
was recorded with 1MHz detection bandwidth and 10ms scan
time. For DM detection, the laser frequency is tuned to the
operating point indicated by the magenta circle. The discrim-
inator slope D is found from the slope of the signal at this
point and the electronics’ amplification factor. (b): Doppler-
and pressure-broadened I2 transition at 725 nm in experiment
B. The magenta-color circles indicate the regions where the
laser frequency is tuned to take data with, or without sen-
sitivity to FC oscillations. The spectrum was recorded with
250Hz bandwidth and 2 s scan time.

tion resonances are detected in the power of the transmit-
ted probe beam by means of a low-noise photodetector
D2.

To reduce the effect of laser intensity noise we imple-
mented balanced detection of the probe wave and a ref-
erence wave. The latter is obtained by splitting off part
of the probe beam using a half-wave plate (HWP) and a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) in front of the cell. This
reference beam is sent through the cell colinearly with the
spectroscopy probe beam, however not interacting with
the saturation beam. The reference beam is detected
with a photodetector D3, similar to D2.

The outputs of both photodetectors are subtracted us-
ing a precision differential buffer, and the signal is then
further amplified by a factor of approximately 104 us-
ing a low-noise preamplifier (Stanford Research Systems
SRS 560). By adjusting the laser powers on the pho-
todetectors by means of the HWP in front of the cell,
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Figure 3. total noise spectral density Ŝtot(f) for the de-
tection of the relative frequency fluctuations between interro-
gating oscillator and iodine reference. The peak at 120 kHz
is due to relaxation oscillations of the laser. Magenta: Esti-
mated frequency noise of the interrogation oscillator (laser 1),
S

(2)
y (f). A contribution to the latter is the noise of laser 2 and

an estimate for it is the green trace. It is the spectral density
of the frequency fluctuations of a beat between two similar
cavity-stabilized lasers, one of which is laser 2, normalized to
their optical frequency (ν(2)/2 ' 282 THz). Blue: total back-
ground noise of the detection process, Sdet(f), obtained with
the probe laser far detuned from the Doppler-free resonance.
A contribution to the latter is the detector noise in absence
of laser light, shown in cyan.

the differential amplitude noise at the output of the am-
plifier can be reduced by about 40 dB over the bandwidth
from DC to 1 MHz. The data were acquired using a 16-
bit DAQ (digital acquisition) card (National Instruments
USB-6343) referenced to a Maser.

In experiment A the spectroscopy was performed on
the a1 hyperfine structure component of the R(56)32-0
electronic transition.
Characterization. Figure 2a top shows one character-

istic feature of the apparatus: the discriminator. It is
recorded by slowly scanning the frequency of the laser
ν(2) across the molecular resonance ν(1) and recording the
signal (voltage) change. The full width of the saturated
absorption resonance was 3.6 MHz (FWHM), caused by
a relatively high iodine pressure and contamination in
the iodine cell. The natural linewidth of the transi-
tion is approximately 300 kHz. For DM detection, the
laser 1 frequency was tuned to the half-height of the res-
onance by tuning the local oscillator frequency of the
phase lock. For the input signal to the DAQ system, the
discriminator on the side of the molecular resonance is
D ' 1 V/MHz.

The second characteristic is the noise level of the ap-
paratus. It was determined by recording, for a compar-
atively short duration, the signal V (t) when ν(2) is kept
at the operating point. (This recording was not part of
the long-duration data recording, so noise presented in
the following is to be regarded as typical.) This noise
[Ŝtot(f)]1/2 is shown in Fig. 3 in black and is given by
Ŝtot(f) = (S

(1)
y (f) + S

(2)
y (f) + Sdet(f))(ν(2)D)2. Here,

S
(1)
y (f) is the frequency noise spectrum of the molecular

transition frequency, S(2)
y (f) is the frequency noise of the

interrogating laser, and Sdet(f) is the detection noise.
The detection noise is due to effects such as laser am-

plitude noise, detector noise, electronic noise pick-up, op-
tical feedback. These technical noises dominate over the
also present fundamental noise sources, quantum fluctu-
ations (shot noise) and thermal noises. The detection
noise (ν(2)D)2Sdet(f) can be estimated from the spec-
trum of the signal V (t) when the laser frequency is tuned
away from the resonance, since then the effects of S(1)

y (f)

and S(2)
y (f) do not appear. The detection noise is shown

in blue in Fig. 3.
The background detector noise floor, that includes the

noise of the 250 kSa/s data acquisition card (DAQ, digi-
tizer), is a contribution to (ν(2)D)2Sdet(f) and is shown
in cyan. It was measured by blocking the laser beams
impinging on D1 and D2. By comparison with the blue
trace we find it to be negligible.

An estimate of the total frequency noise of the interro-
gating laser 1, S(2)

y (f), is shown in magenta. We believe
that it is negligible compared to the other noises in the
experiment. The laser 1 noise was obtained as follows.
Laser 1 is phase-locked to laser 2. The frequency noise of
laser 2 is determined by a beat against a similar system
(laser 3). The beat linewidth is less than 1Hz. The green
trace shows the linear spectral density of frequency noise
of the beat. However, because the apparatus comprising
laser 2 and laser 3 is located on the same vibration iso-
lation system, there is certain degree of common-mode
noise rejection, and therefore the green curve is only
an approximation to the true frequency noise of laser 2.
To this noise we add the directly measured noise of the
phase-lock between laser 1 and laser 2. The result is the
magenta trace.

Note that the monolithic Nd:YAG resonator exhibits
an acoustic cutoff, f2 ' vs/Lr ' 300 kHz, where Lr '
2 cm is the linear dimension of the resonator and vs '
6 × 103 m/s is the speed of sound in the YAG resonator
material. However, this cut-off is not relevant here be-
cause it is higher than the studied frequency range of
experiment A.

The iodine transition frequency ν(1) exhibits fluctua-
tions induced by varying environmental parameters (tem-
perature, pressure, acoustics). These result in S(1)

y (f) to
change over time impacting the the discriminator con-
stant. These variations are difficult to quantify. Because
we find that (ν(2)D)2Sdet(f) and Ŝtot(f) are of simi-
lar magnitude, we can deduce that the contribution of
S

(1)
y (f) to the overall noise spectrum is not major. Thus,

it appears that the major noise source is residual laser
intensity noise.
Data analysis and presentation

The time series data were cropped to a duration T so
that the number of data points N is equal to a power
of 2. Here, N = 234, and T ' 19 h. The data set
Vi was Fourier-transformed, i.e. the fast Fourier trans-
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form (FFT) Ṽk was computed (no normalization was in-
cluded). A rectangular window function was used. One
frequency bin corresponds to ' 15µHz. The normalized
periodogram Pk = |Ṽk|2/N2 was then obtained. The
power spectral density is TPk.

The data is presented as a filtered spectrum in Fig. 2 of
the main text. This spectrum was generated as follows.
The overall spectral range from 10Hz to 100 kHz was di-
vided into intervals j whose limits were defined, in each
decade, by an E48-series distribution. The intervals were
(10, 10.5)Hz, (10.5, 11.0)Hz,..., (95.3, 100.0)Hz, etc. For
each interval (fj,1, fj,2) we consider the center frequency
fa,i = (fj,1 +fj,2)/2 as axion frequency and define a sim-
plified DM line-shape model L(fa,j , f), a Lorentzian. Its
quality factorQ0 ' 1×106 is independent of fa,j and thus
of the considered interval j. Note that the full linewidth
fa,j/Q0 ranges from ' 10µHz at 10Hz to ' 100mHz at
100 kHz. Thus, at the lower end of the spectrum, 10Hz,
the assumed spectral line is effectively only ' 1 frequency
bins wide.

In each interval j the normalized periodogram {Pk}j
is convoluted with the corresponding L(fa,j , f), yielding
the optimally filtered periodogram (OFP). Its square root
(ROFP) is shown, in simplified form, as orange band in
Fig. 2 a of the main document. The trend of the mean
of ROFP as a function of Fourier frequency f is due to
various noise sources, in particular the increase for f >
104 Hz is due to laser amplitude noise.

Obvious technical noise has been removed from the
ROFP by removing a 5Hz wide frequency range around
every multiple of 50 Hz ranging from 100Hz to 15 kHz.
The convolution applied to the data suppresses signals
that are not representative of the expected signals of the
galactic halo model. The suppression is weaker for the
sun and earth halo models, that have higher signal Q
factors.

f (Hz) FWHM (bin) Q-factor (106) comment

642 3 24 unknown source
1284 3 48 second harmonic

n× 7681 60 to 300 8.5 to 22 laser PLL; harmonics
up to 100 kHz

46091 700 0.9 laser PLL
53670 26000 0.013 laser PLL
61454 700 1.2 laser PLL

Table I. Some frequency windows containing technical noise.
The quality factors Q are computed from the measured full
half-widths at half maximum (FWHM).

Analysis of technical noise: heuristic approach.
Table I lists omitted frequency ranges that contain

technical noise of substantial strength. In the following
further analysis, these ranges as well as those around the
50Hz-noise peak and its harmonics have been omitted.

A second step in the data analysis consists in checking
weaker narrow-linewidth signals. We first mark any fre-
quency bin having a signal strength above the detection

limit. The latter is heuristically chosen as 3 standard
deviations of the ROFP above its mean. Both standard
deviation and mean are computed from the ROFP data
in a small spectral window around the frequency of
interest. Frequency bins that are above the threshold
but within the expected lineshape of a previously marked
bin will be rejected to avoid double counting. After the
this procedure no candidate remained

Determination of detection limits: generalities
The value of the DM field φ in SI units, at the location

of the experiment, can be expressed as [3–5]

φ(t) =
φ0

2πfφ

∑
i

αiF
′(ωi) cos(ωit+ ϕi) , (1)

where fφ is the Compton frequency of the DM particle,
φ0 =

√
4πρDMGN/c2 is a normalized field amplitude,

ρDM is the local DM energy density, and GN is the grav-
itational constant. The dimensionless amplitudes αi (or
order unity) and phases ϕi are random numbers drawn
from specific probability distributions [4]. {ωi} are a set
of regularly spaced angular frequencies starting at 2πfφ
and extending over a narrow spectral window. Finally, F ′
is a dimensionless weighting function that takes into ac-
count the velocity distribution of the DM particles and
is specific to the assumed DM model. In particular, it
is characterized by a fractional full-width at half maxi-
mum, Q−1 � 1 (see further below). The DM spectrum is
proportional to F ′(ω)2. In the galactic halo DM model,
ρ

(G)
DM ' 0.3 GeV/cm

3 and thus φ0 ' 7× 10−16 Hz.

Determination of detection limits: approach of Dere-
vianko (2018).
For evaluation of experiment A, we apply Eq. (14) of
Ref. [5]. Our 95% bound is taken as 2σ̂

(1)
γX/∆R

(A)
g , ac-

counting for the experiment-specific sensitivities.
For the Earth halo model with its infinite coherence

time, there is but a single amplitude, α1 =
√

2, and the
bound has a particularly simple expression.

In the galactic and Sun halo models, the above bound
holds for observations times significantly longer than the
coherence time, say T ≥ 10 τcoh. For those low DM fre-
quencies fφ for which the observation time is significantly
shorter than the coherence time, T < 0.1 τcoh, we multi-
ply the above expression by a factor 3, as discussed by
Centers et al.[6].

In the intermediate range of observation times,
0.1 τcoh ≤ T ≤ 10 τcoh, the theory of the bound has not
yet been worked out. We therefore conservatively apply
the factor of 3 also in this range.

The following correction to the formulae in Ref. [5] is
implemented [7]: in Sec.II A, the factors "2" appearing
in the definitions of de, dme

are replaced by "4". For the
galactic halo model, we use the velocity values given by
Foster et al. [4],

√
2vvir = v0 ' 220 km/s, vg = vobs '

232 km/s.
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C. Experiment B

Apparatus.
The apparatus of experiment B implements Doppler-

broadened absorption spectroscopy in the R(122) 2-10 I2
transition at 725 nm, and is shown in Fig. 1b. Iodine va-
por is excited with ≈2 mW of light from a Ti:Sapphire
laser (M squared SolsTiS) in a 10-cm long cell. The light
beam is double-passed through the cell to increase the
absorption signal. The cell body is maintained at ≈405
oC, sufficiently high to obtain adequate population in
the electronic ground state’s vibrational level with υ=10.
The pressure in the I2 cell is set to ≈30mbar via heating
of the cold finger of the cell, that is maintained to 87 ◦C
to within ±1 ◦C. Balanced detection of the light trans-
mitted through the cell is done with use of a secondary
reference beam, to minimize the effects of laser ampli-
tude noise. Small drifts in this balancing are corrected by
monitoring the output of the balanced detector (Thorlabs
PBD415A) and applying feedback to a stepper-motor
mounted HWP (HWP3 in Fig. 1b) to adjust the power of
the beam headed to the I2 cell. This results in suppres-
sion of laser amplitude noise by more than ×100 times.
The output of the balanced photodetector is amplified
×100 times with a preamplifier (Femto HVA-200M-40-
B) and is recorded with a 12-bit DAQ system (Picoscope
5244D) at a rate of 250 MSa/s. An electro-optic modula-
tor (EOM) is used in auxiliary experiments to impose fre-
quency modulation on the laser light, in order to measure
the frequency response of the apparatus. This response
may be characterized by an overall calibration function
h(f), which is primarily determined by the decaying re-
sponse of molecules at frequencies larger than the tran-
sition’s linewidth. This frequency modulation is checked
with a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity whose resonance has
≈ 150MHz FWHM. The peak I2 absorption corresponds
to ≈ 1 absorption length for the Doppler- and pressure-
broadened resonance The transition width of ≈ 970MHz
has contributions due to Doppler (≈ 485MHz) and col-
lisional broadening (≈ 240MHz). The latter is esti-
mated from comparison of the 970MHz width with the
value ≈ 730MHz observed at much lower I2 pressure
(≈ 3mbar). The molecular response is essentially con-
stant over the 100MHz range probed for FC oscillations
(the function h(f) was measured to be ' 1 for all fre-
quencies probed).
Experimental protocol.
An experimental run proceeds as follows: First, the

laser frequency is swept over the I2 resonance and the
reference beam power is set to obtain a zero-crossing of
the photodetector output on the side of the resonance,
at the half-height of absorption feature (see Fig. 2b).
Then the laser frequency is tuned to the nominal zero
crossing and stabilized to the reading of a He-Ne refer-
enced wavemeter (drift≈ 2MHz/h), and subsequent slow
drifts of the detector output are actively compensated, as
mentioned above. A time series of the amplified detec-
tor signal is recorded in a 0.1 s window once every ≈1 s

Figure 4. Excess PS and detection threshold at the 95% CL.

(i.e. 10% measurement duty cycle), and corresponding
FFT of these data are computed and the resulting peri-
odograms, i.e. the squared magnitudes of the computed
amplitudes, are continuously averaged. A flattop win-
dow is applied to the time-series data, to avoid parasitic
effects in the periodograms due to the discrete nature of
the computation. This windowing leads to an effective
broadening of the single-bin width in the frequency do-
main to a resulting ≈ 37.7 Hz (It additionally reduces the
integration time from 0.1 s to an effective 27 ms.). Thus,
the resulting periodogram in the 100 kHz-100 MHz range
consists ofN ≈ 2.65·106 bins. After ≈ 200 s of data taken
on the slope of the resonance, the laser frequency is de-
tuned from resonance by 1.1 GHz, where the discrimina-
tor slope is ≈ 0, and the power of the beam headed to the
I2 cell is re-adjusted with feedback to maintain balanced
detection, as mentioned above. Equal amount of data
as before are taken in this FC-oscillation insensitive con-
figuration. The corresponding periodogram is subtracted
from that from data with sensitivity to FC oscillations, to
minimize the impact of parasitic effects such as laser am-
plitude noise and instrumentation pickup. After cycling
many times between the two configurations, a difference
periodogram is obtained that is nearly free of parasitics
and will contain power in excess of noise in the presence
of FC oscillations. We henceforth refer to this as excess
power spectrum (PS). We show this excess PS, produced
using the data of our main 60-h-long DM run in Fig. 4.

Note that this total measurement time exceeds the co-
herence times of the galactic halo and solar halo models
for the considered range of fφ values, so that the Rayleigh
probability distribution of the amplitudes αi is fully sam-
pled.
Check for DM candidate signals.
The excess PS of Fig. 4 is analyzed for possible FC

oscillations. A DM signature would be excess power in
the spectrum, above a detection threshold computed be-
low and shown in Fig. 4. In addition to investigating such
candidate signals, ‘negative’ peaks (i.e. with power signif-
icantly smaller than the mean background noise) are also
investigated. It was established that all such peaks have
technical origins and although their power in most cases
is expected to cancel out in the excess PS, residual power
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for some of those remains. Checking the residual back-
ground power after they are accounted for, informs about
potential FC oscillations in the respective frequency posi-
tions, as is the case of candidates with high excess power.

Auxiliary experiments were carried out to identify the
origin of the candidate DM and spurious peaks and
measure their respective powers. These experiments
were done with use of a calibrated spectrum analyzer
(Keysight N9320B) to acquire spectra over 5 kHz re-
gions around the candidate peaks. This device is more
time efficient in acquiring spectra than our primary ac-
quisition system when recording spectra over narrow fre-
quency windows. In one set of measurements, data were
acquired to check for the high-frequency-range spurious
signals (above 60 MHz), alternating between acquisition
with laser frequency tuned on and off the I2 resonance.
The new excess PS was found to be consistent with back-
ground noise. All spurious signals above 60 MHz were
found to be due to rf apparatus pickup, since the corre-
sponding peaks were present in the absence of light ar-
riving at the detector. In another experiment, an EOM
(EOM 2 in Fig. 1b) was used to provide improved sup-
pression of amplitude noise in the balanced photodetec-
tion employed in the setup. This resulted in the elimi-
nation of a peak at ≈ 181 kHz, which was identified to
be due to laser amplitude noise, as it appeared in di-
rect measurement of the laser output light. Finally, in
another experiment, the power of a peak at ≈ 523 kHz,
only present with the laser tuned on the slope of the I2
resonance, was identified to be laser frequency noise with
the FP (see Fig. 1b). Its power was measured on the slope
of the FP resonance and subtracted from the excess PS.
As a result of all checks following the main 60-hr long DM
run, it was established that all peaks under investigation
had a technical source, and after these were accounted for
in the excess PS, the residual power in the respective fre-
quencies was consistent with background noise and below
the detection threshold.
Computation of DM constraints.
Detection of FC oscillations in the excess PS of Fig. 4

is associated with power higher than noise. This noise
is used to define a detection threshold Pth at the 95%
confidence level, so that if a spectral feature has excess
power Pex > Pth, there is probability p0 = 5% that it
is due to statistical fluctuations. Given a noise distribu-
tion function and associated cummulative disctribution
function (CDF), one can express p0 as:

p0 = 1− CDF(Pth), (2)

where CDF(Pth) represents the probability p(Pex < Pth)
that the excess power is smaller than the threshold. The
Eq. (2) may be be solved for the detection threshold
Pth. However this determination would only be valid
for an experiment investigating a single frequency bin.
In experiment B, where FC oscillations are looked for in
N ≈ 2.65 × 106 bins (≈ 100MHz search window con-
sisting of 37.7Hz bins), the threshold has to be raised to
account for the fact that a fraction of bins (≈ 5%) are

expected to have power in excess of Pth [8]. This requires
raising the CDF in Eq. (2) in the N th power, so that:

p0 = 1−
[
CDF(Pth)

]N
. (3)

The noise distribution of the excess PS of Fig. 4 was
checked in many frequency bins and it was found to be
well described by a Gaussian. Given this, one can solve
for the threshold power Pth using the expression for the
Gaussian CDF, and obtain:

Pth =
√

2erf−1
{

2(1− p0)1/N− 1
}
σ+µ ≈ 5.5σ+µ, (4)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of
the Gaussian noise. These parameters were determined
throughout the spectrum of Fig. 4 by fitting the noise in
consecutive 5-kHz-wide windows.

From the determined threshold Pth, constraints are ex-
tracted on the frequency fluctuation δν . This fluctua-
tion is given by δν = δV/D, where δV is the voltage
fluctuation corresponding to the fluctuation δP in the ex-
cess PS spectrum of Fig. 4 (at the 95% confidence level:
δP = Pth − µ = 5.5σ). The discriminator slope D is dis-
cussed in the main text. The quantities δV and δP are
related via δP = 2VavδV = 2

√
PavδV , where Pav = V 2

av

is the averaged PS recorded with sensitivity to FC os-
cillations (i.e. with laser tuned to the slope of the I2
resonance). One obtains for δν:

δν =
δV

D
=

δP

2
√
PavD

=
5.5σ

2
√
PavD

. (5)

Effect of decoherence of DM field.
Before placing constraints on FC, one has to consider

the effects of partial decoherence of the DM field, that
if present, will result in reduced sensitivity to DM de-
tection. In experiment B, decoherence needs to be ac-
counted for within the galactic DM halo scenario: τcoh '
(6, 0.006) s at fφ = (105, 108)Hz. Within the Solar and
Earth halo scenarios, the Q-factor of the field is high
enough so that there is negligible decoherence over the
27ms acquisition time. In practice, a sensitivity penalty
must be applied to the obtained δν/ν spectrum, to ac-
count for the decoherence during the effective 27-ms-long
time interval of our data acquisition. This penalty be-
comes significant at a frequency fφ ≥ 1/27 ms ≈ 40MHz.
To compute this sensitivity loss, we considered the line-
shape, fDM(f), that arises in the lab as the laboratory
moves through the virialized DM field with a velocity
dispersion of v0 ≈ 10−3c0 (denoted above by

√
2vvir),

fDM(f) =
2c2√

πv0vlabfφ
exp

(
−2c2

v2
0

f − fφ
fφ

− v2
lab
v2

0

)
sinhβ,

(6)
where vlab (denoted vg above) is the velocity of the lab-
oratory in the galactic frame (232 km/s), and we have
denoted

β =
2cvlab
v2

0

√
2(f − fφ)

fφ
(7)
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for brevity. This lineshape is proportional to the power
spectral density of the DM particle and has been derived
previously in Refs. [4, 5, 9, 10]. (The relationship to F ′
is fDM(f) = F ′(ω)2T .)

We had a constant frequency bin width equal to
37.7Hz in experiment B due to the flat-top windowing in
the time domain. At frequencies higher than ≈ 40MHz
the DM power spectral density will be broader than that
of the bin-width, effectively leading to the power spread-
ing over more than one point in our spectrum. We have
calculated the loss due to this for different DM particle
Compton frequencies, fφ, by integrating the lineshape in
37.7Hz bins and steps of 10Hz. The maximum of these
bin-integrals is then compared to the total area of the
lineshape. This procedure yields the fraction of the DM
power that will be observed in our spectrum. For a sense
of scale, at 10MHz the sensitivity loss because of this is
≈ 1% and at 100MHz it is ≈ 75%.

II. THEORY

Details of the Earth halo model.
This model may alternatively be called the "grav-

itational hydrogen atom model". The DM field is
monochromatic with infinite coherence time, following
from the assumption that the earth halo is infinitely sta-
ble, i.e. the virial velocity is zero. The value of ρ⊕DM is a
function of DM particle mass (see Fig. 2a in supplemen-
tary information of Ref. [11]), and is enhanced compared
to ρG

DM by a factor increasing from 104 at fφ = 100 Hz
to 1019 at fφ = 3.4 MHz. However, beyond fφ ' 15MHz
the ratio ρ⊕DM/ρDM drops below 1.

Equivalence Principle (EP) tests.
A scalar field φ with massmφ would induce an Yukawa

interaction between two bodies A and B in the range
Λ = h/mφc which is non-universal and thus violates the
equivalence principle (EP). The total potential (gravi-
tational and Yukawa) between these two bodies can be
written as

V = −GN
mAmB

rAB

(
1 + αAαB e−rAB/Λ

)
, (8)

where, mA (mB) is the mass of body A (B), GN is the
Newtonian gravitational constant and rAB is the distance
between A and B. αA,B are the strengths of the Yukawa
interaction. They measure the susceptibility of the mass
to φ, and thus can be written as,

α =
1√

4πGN

∂ lnm(φ)

∂φ
. (9)

In the presence of a central body (the "source") S with
mass mS at a distance r, the acceleration of a test body
A can be written as

~aA = −r̂GNm
S

r2

[
1 + αAαS

(
1 +

r

Λ

)
e−r/Λ

]
. (10)

The Eötvös parameter, ηEP, which measures the differ-
ential acceleration between two test bodies A and B in
the presence of a source S, follows as as [12, 13]

ηExp
EP ≡ 2

|~aA − ~aB|
|~aA + ~aB|

' (αA − αB)αS
(

1 +
r

Λ

)
e−r/Λ.

(11)
EP test experiments constrain ηExp

EP as a function of Λ.
This leads to bounds on αA,B,S as a function of mφ.
Because αA,B,S depend on the fundamental constants
(FCs) as shown in the following, a bound on ηEP can
be converted into a bound on the coupling coefficients di .

FC dependence of atom mass.
To discuss how the mass of a body depends on FCs,

let us start by noting that the mass of a generic atom a
with atomic number Aa and proton number Za can be
expressed as,

ma = ma
N (Aa, Za) + Zame . (12)

where ma
N is the mass of the nucleus of atom a and me

is the electron mass. The mass of the nucleus can be
further decomposed as

ma
N (Aa, Za) = Zamp + (Aa − Za)mn + E3 + E1 , (13)

where, mp (mn) is the proton (neutron) mass and E3

(E1) is the binding energy of the strong (electromagnetic)
interaction. Note that E1 is dominated by the electro-
magnetic effect within the nucleus [14] and thus we will
ignore the electron effect on this. As mp,mn, E3 and E1

depend on the FCs, variation of the FCs would lead to a
variation of nucleus and atom mass, and can be written
as

∂ lnma(φ)

∂φ
=
∂ lnma(φ)

∂ ln gi

∂ ln gi
∂φ

= Qa
i

di
MPl

, (14)

where gi is a generic FC, and we have also implied sum-
mation over repeated indices here and below. We have
introduced the notation Qa

i ≡ ∂ lnma(φ)/∂ ln gi, the ith
“dilatonic charge” of a body. The susceptibility of a FC to
φ can be rewritten as ∂ ln gi/∂φ = di/MPl (See Eqs. (2-5)
in the main text).

For a given body, the dilatonic charges corresponding
to different FCs can be given in vector form explicitly
as [14] (with ( ~Qa)i = Qa

i ),

~Qa ≈F a
(

3× 10−4 − 4 rI + 9 rZ , 3× 10−4 − 3 rI , 1 ,

0.1− 0.04

(Aa)1/3
− 2× 106r2

I − rZ , 0.002 rI

)
, (15)

where here and below ~X ≡ (Xα, Xme
, Xgs , Xm̂, Xδm) ,

with m̂, δm/2 ≡ (mu ±md)/2 ,
104 rI ≡ 1 − 2Za/Aa , 104 rZ ≡ Za(Za − 1)/(Aa)4/3 ,

and F a = 931Aa/(ma/MeV).
Finally, the Yukawa strength of a body composed of

atoms of species a is αa =
√

2 ~Qa · ~d, where we have used
MPl =

√
~ c/(8πGN) .
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As we discussed in the main text in the context of EP
tests, and in the following here, we do not consider the
strange quark mass contribution.

For our experiment we can also construct an analo-
gous ~Q, setting QX

i = ∆R
(X)
i with X = A,B as given

in the main text, with a relative sensitivity to the QCD
parameters of 0.06 (-0.07) in experiment A (B). So,

~QA '
(
1, 0.06,−0.05,−0.005,−2× 10−5

)
,

~QB '
(
2, 0.93, 0.06, 0.006, 2× 10−5

)
. (16)

Sensitivities of EP tests.
Let us now discuss the sensitivities of the EP test ex-

periments. In the mass region of our interest 10−14 eV .
mφ . 10−6 eV these tests have given stronger bounds
than those arising from the direct scalar DM searches.
However, as we have discussed in the main text and
also here, the EP tests compare the dilatonic charges
of two test bodies. For instance, consider the MI-
CROSCOPE experiment [15, 16], that provides one of
the strongest EP bounds for masses below 10−12 eV.
It is sensitive to the difference of the dilatonic charges
of a platinum/rhodium alloy (90%/10%) and a tita-
nium/aluminum/vanadium alloy (90%/6%/4%), with

(
−→

∆Q )Mic ≈ 10−3(−1.94 , 0.03 , 0.8 , −2.61 , −0.19) [14].
Alloys are treated as mixtures of pure systems. By in-
specting the enclosed angles, we find that the direction
of this vector in coupling sapce is very different than that
of our experiments ~QA,B.

In our present discussion, we consider the six most sen-
sitive EP test experiments. Apart from MICROSCOPE,
these are [12, 17–20]:

(
−→

∆Q )Be−Al ' 10−3(−1.021, −0.021, −2.035, −5.498, 0.126 ) ,

(
−→

∆Q )Be−Ti ' 10−3(−1.560, −0.008, −2.435, −7.412, 0.047 ) ,

(
−→

∆Q )Be−Cu ' 10−3(−1.982, −0.007, −2.462, −8.204, 0.039 ) ,

(
−→

∆Q )Cu−Pb(a)' 10−3(−1.564, 0.033, 0.945, −1.764, −0.203 ) ,

(
−→

∆Q )Cu−Pb(b)' 10−3(−1.412, 0.030, 0.951, −1.427, −0.185 ),

where Pb(a) denotes the alloy of composition
lead/antimony/tin (92%/7.75%/2.5%) [18] and Pb(b)

denotes the alloy of composition lead/aluminium
(91.5%/8.5%) [20]. Note that we have denoted the Pb(a)

combination as Pb and Pb(b) combination as Pb-alloy
in the main text.
Finding directions in coupling space to which EP tests
are weakly sensitive to.

In the five dimensional vector space of couplings, we
can construct a unit vector orthogonal to four most strin-
gent EP tests for each mass. For example, in the mass
range of 2 × 10−12 . mφ/eV . 5 × 10−9, the leading
EP tests are Be-Ti, Be-Al, Be-Cu and Cu-Pb and in this
mass range the orthogonal vector can be given as,

Q̂⊥Full '
(
0.003 , −0.987 , 0.002 , −0.001 , −0.162

)
.

Its existence implies that models of light scalar DM with
this combination of relative coupling amplitudes are not
constrained by these four leading EP test experiments.
Now, Q̂⊥Full has a large overlap with the dme

direction
(the 2nd entry of Q̂⊥Full). Thus, experiments that are sen-
sitive to time-variation of the electron mass are sensitive
to a sector of DM - SM coupling parameter space that
the first four-best EP bounds are insensitive to, barring
a coincidence. For our experiments, Q̂⊥Full · ~QA ' −0.03,
and Q̂⊥Full · ~QB ' −0.87; these values are approximately
the sensitivity coefficients for dme

. The sensitivity of our
current experiments into the Q̂⊥Full direction is indicated
by the dotted lines in Fig. 5 in the main text (further pro-
jected onto the dme

direction for ease of display). The
brown dotted line depicts the bound of the remaining
5th-best EP experiment. In the Q̂⊥Full direction EP tests
constraints are stronger than our experiments by 2-3 or-
ders of magnitude, compared to only dme

6= 0 models,
where the EP tests are stronger by 8-10 orders of magni-
tude.
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